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Abstract 
 

Tick-borne encephalitis virus (TBEV) is a dangerous viral pathogen that causes a severe 

neurological disease. Like other members of the Flavivirus family, the virus has a positive-strand 

RNA genome that forms a nucleocapsid (NC) with multiple copies of the capsid (C) protein. The NC 

is surrounded by a lipid envelope derived from host membranes. The viral envelope (E) and 

membrane (M) proteins are embedded into the bilayer, and form an icosahedrally symmetric 

lattice on the virion surface.  

The aim of my thesis work was to understand what sets TBEV apart from other flaviviruses, as well 

as to increase our knowledge of TBEV particle assembly. To identify open questions in the field, I 

performed a literature review on TBEV structural biology. My review highlighted that despite the 

danger it poses, TBEV has been under-studied, especially in comparison to other flaviviruses. 

Consequently, our understanding of TBEV biology relies heavily on extrapolation from other 

species, and many aspects of the virus’ lifecycle remain unknown. 

To better understand the unique features of the TBEV virion, I purified the virus, and used 

cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM) combined with single-particle reconstruction to build a 

3.3 Ångström-resolution three-dimensional model of the virus. The reconstruction revealed a 

novel M protein conformation that may be unique to TBEV based on sequence alignment. 

Additionally, the cryo-EM reconstruction allowed me to characterize the protein-protein and 

protein-lipid contacts that affect TBEV virion stability. I discovered that the M proteins form lateral 

contacts on the virion surface, stabilizing the virus. These interactions compensate for the lack of 

E-E contacts in TBEV compared to other flaviviruses. Additionally, I showed that the E and M 

proteins coordinate ordered phosphatidylcholine molecules that increase the stability of the 

virion. 

Despite the central role the envelope plays in particle stability and virus entry, the contribution of 

lipid interactions in virion assembly has received little attention. To understand the role of lipids in 

NC formation, I investigated the C protein interactions with membranes. I used liposome 

sedimentation assays, quartz-crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring measurements with 

supported lipid bilayers, and Langmuir-Blodgett trough-based tensiometry to characterize the 

interactions of the C protein with membranes. I showed that the C protein can bind and insert into 

membranes only in the presence of lipids with negatively-charged headgroups and that it can 

recruit RNA while membrane-bound. I characterized the TBEV lipidome and observed that the 

lipids the C protein needs for membrane binding to are also incorporated into the virion envelope 

confirming the physiological relevance of the biophysical findings. 

My results show that while there are commonalities between flaviviruses, generalising from one 

taxon to the others is not always applicable, and thorough investigation is needed to establish pan-

flaviviral characteristics. Additionally, it is evident that both protein-protein and protein-lipid 

interactions play important roles in TBEV biogenesis and particle stability, and merit further study. 
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Tiivistelmä 
 

Puutiaisaivokuumevirus (tick-borne encephalitis virus, TBEV) on hengenvaarallisia hermosto-oireita 

aiheuttava patogeeni, joka kuuluu Flavivivirus-sukuun. Muiden suvun edustajien tavoin TBEV-

virioni koostuu positiivisjuosteisesta RNA-genomista, jota ympäröi kapsidiproteiinista (capsid, C) 

rakentunut nukleokapsidi. Nukleokapsidia ympäröi isäntäsolulta ryöstetyistä lipideistä koostuva 

vaippa, johon viruksen pintaproteiinit M (membrane, ”kalvo”) ja E (envelope, ”vaippa”) ovat 

kiinnittyneet. 

Väitöskirjatyössäni tutkin TBEV-partikkelien rakentumista sekä sitä, kuinka TBEV eroaa muista 

flaviviruksista rakenteellisesti. Ensimmäiseksi kirjoitin katsausartikkelin TBEV:n rakennebiologiasta 

ymmärtääkseni, mitkä osat viruksen elinkierrosta ovat huonosti tunnettuja. Katsaus osoitti, että 

vaarallisuudestaan huolimatta TBEV:tä on tutkittu huomattavasti muita flaviviruksia vähemmän. 

Tämän lisäksi selvisi, että NC:n rakentumisprosessin eri vaiheet ovat epäselvät kaikille Flavivirus-

suvun edustajille. 

Ymmärtääkseni paremmin TBEV-virionin omalaatuisia piirteitä, rakensin siitä kolmiulotteisen 

kryoelektronimikroskopiarekonstruktion. Mallin resoluutio oli 3,3 Ångströmiä, mikä mahdollisti 

tärkeimpien TBEV-virionia koossa pitävien molekulaaristen vuorovaikutusten kuvaamisen. 

Rekonstruktion perusteella TBEV-partikkelissa M-proteiini on aikaisemmin tuntemattomassa 

konformaatiossa, joka saattaa olla uniikki TBEV:lle sekvenssilinjauksen perusteella. M-proteiinin 

uusi konformaatio johtaa virionin rakennetta vahvistavien M-M-vuorovaikutusten 

muodostumiseen viruspartikkelin pinnalla. Nämä kompensoivat vastaavien E-E-vuorovaikutusten 

vähäisempää määrää muihin flaviviruksiin verrattuna. Rekonstruktio osoitti myös, että E- ja M-

proteiinit muodostavat kaksi lipidimolekyylejä sitovaa taskua, jotka ylläpitävät virionin rakennetta. 

Tutkin TBEV-nukleokapsidin rakentumista selvittämällä, mikä on lipidikalvojen rooli prosessissa. 

Käytin liposomisedimentaatiokokeita, kvartsikristallinmikrovaakamittauksia yhdistettynä tuettuihin 

lipidikaksoiskalvoihin sekä tensiometriaa Langmuir-Blodgett-kaukalossa. Havaitsin, että C-proteiini 

tarvitsee negatiivisesti varautuneita lipidejä sitoutuakseen kalvoihin. Tämän lisäksi tutkimukseni 

osoitti, että C proteiini kykenee työntymään kalvojen sisään, sekä sitomaan paikalle RNA:ta 

kalvoihin kiinnittyneenä. Kuvasin myös TBEV-lipidomin käyttäen massaspektrometriaa ja varmistin 

samalla aikaisempien havaintojeni biologisen merkityksen, sillä tulosteni perusteella C-proteiinin 

sitoutumiseen tarvittavia varautuneita lipidejä päätyy myös virionin vaippaan. 

Tutkimukseni osoittaa, että vaikka flavivirukset ovat monin tavoin samankaltaisia, ei yksittäisistä 

taksoneista voi välttämättä vetää suoria johtopäätöksiä toisiin. Tämän lisäksi tutkimukseni myötä 

on selvää, että TBEV-partikelin rakentuminen ja koossa pito vaatii useita proteiini-proteiini- ja 

proteiini-lipidivuorovaikutuksia, joita on tutkittava lisää.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Tick-borne encephalitis virus 
 

Tick-borne encephalitis virus (TBEV) is a member of family Flaviviridae and genus Flavivirus [1,2]. 

The species consists of three subtypes, the European TBEV (TBEV-Eur), the Siberian (TBEV-Sib) and 

the Far Eastern (TBEV-FE) [1,2]. TBEV is highly pathogenic and it causes a disease known as tick-

borne encephalitis (TBE) [3,4]. TBE is typically characterized by a biphasic fever that can lead to 

encephalitis and meningitis [3,4]. TBEV infection can cause life-long neurological sequelae with 

mortality dependent on the subtype of the virus (up to 40 % in the case of TBEV-FE) [3,4]. The virus 

is spread to humans either through the bites of infected ticks (family Ixodidae), or by the 

consumption of unpasteurized contaminated dairy products [3–5]. There are at least 10 000 

infections annually in Europe and Russia, but surveillance is limited leading to a high likelihood of 

underreporting [6–8]. With global climate change, the habitats of ticks are expanding, which will 

probably result in an increasing TBE disease burden [9,10]. While efficient vaccines exist, coverage 

is limited [3,4]. The situation is further complicated by the lack of antivirals for infected individuals, 

and care is limited to symptomatic treatment [3,4]. TBE is a severe disease, and increased 

attention should be targeted towards TBEV to combat the increasing health hazard it poses. 

 

1.1.1 TBEV virion structure 
 

When I started my thesis work, only one cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM) structure of 

TBEV was available [11]. The structure is of the Hypr strain, which is highly cell culture-adapted 

[11]. This leads the following questions: What is the structural variation within TBEV strains, and 

how do wild-type strain differ from cell culture-adapted ones. 

Based on the Hypr structure, TBEV virions follow the typical flavivirus organisation (Figure 1) [11]. 

The virions are spherical with a diameter of approximately 50 nm [11]. They consist of three 

protein species, E (envelope), M (membrane) and C (capsid), and contain a lipid envelope, and a 

single-stranded RNA genome of about 11 kb [11]. The 180 copies of the E and M proteins are 

embedded into the envelope via transmembrane helices and form the surface of the virion which 

is organized into an icosahedrally-symmetric lattice [11]. The E and M proteins form dimers and 

further dimerize into E-M-M-E heterotetramers, which are the fundamental building blocks of the 

TBEV virion [11]. The heterotetramers are organized into rafts of three, which gives TBEV the 

“fishbone” structure that is typical of flaviviruses (Figure 1) [11]. The envelope lipid composition 

has only been characterized for one flavivirus, West Nile virus (WNV) [12]. Therefore, the question, 

which lipid species does the TBEV envelope contain remains. 
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Figure 1. Schematic views of the TBEV virion.

A Cross-section of the TBEV virion. The E protein is shown in blue, the M protein in green, the C protein in dark 

grey, the lipid bilayer in light grey, and the RNA genome in purple. Note that the nucleocapsid organisation is 

not known.

B Surface view of the TBEV virion. The E-M-M-E heterotetramers are shown in blue.

The figure is reproduced from reference 13 with the author’s permission.

While the surface of the virion is understood reasonably well, the interior of the particle remains 

enigmatic [11]. The C protein and the genome form a nucleocapsid (NC), but the architecture of 

the NC is not known for any flavivirus [1,11]. In the cryo-EM reconstructions, the NC is improperly 

averaged and is therefore not resolved [11,14–17]. This implies that the NC does not have a 

regular structure, or that its symmetry is different to the surface of the virion. Based on 

asymmetric cryo-EM reconstructions, it has also been proposed that the flavivirus NC is eccentric, 

and therefore is not be correctly averaged [18]. Even the number of C protein copies in the NC is 

not known, although the molar ration of E to C in virions has been estimated to be about 1:3 with 

densitometry, which would lead to some 540 C protein copies per particle [19].

1.1.2 TBEV life cycle

TBEV follows the typical flavivirus life cycle (Figure 2) [1]. The infection begins with the binding of 

the virion to a receptor, although the identity of the molecule is still debated [1,13,20]. It is likely 

that there exists multiple, partially redundant TBEV receptors, and that the virus uses different 

receptors in different cell types [21–27]. For example, GLP2R has been reported to be a TBEV 

receptor in neuronal cells, and TIM-1 in endothelial cells [26,27]. While there are multiple proteins

that may play a role in TBEV entry into mammalian cells, no receptor candidates have been 

identified for tick cells to date [21–27]. In addition to receptors that initiate the internalisation of 
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the virion, heparan sulphate may act as an attachment factor that recruits TBEV particles on the 

surface of cells [28–30]. However the use of heparan sulphate is a common cell culture adaptation, 

and this may be the case for TBEV as well [31]. 

 

 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the TBEV lifecycle. 

The figure is adapted from reference 13 with the author’s permission 
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After receptor binding, the virion is internalized via endocytosis [25,32–34]. In the late endosome, 

the pH drops, which initiates the fusion process [35]. Mutagenesis has shown that E histidine 

residues 323 and 146 sense the low pH of the endosome by protonation, but based on the cryo-

EM structure, E histidines 7, 216, 248, 287 and 419, and the M histidine 17 might play this role as 

well [11,36]. The histidine protonation destabilizes the particle which exposes the E fusion loop 

and allows it to bind to the membrane of the endosome, which leads to E protein trimerization 

and to the fusion of the viral and host membranes via a hairpin-like E protein conformational 

change [35,37–42]. This process allows the NC to enter the cytosol and release the genome, 

possibly through non-degradative ubiquitination, but the details of the uncoating process are 

poorly known [43]. 

Once the viral genome is free in the cytosol, it is directly translated at the endoplasmic reticulum 

(ER) by host ribosomes to yield a single polyprotein [1]. The polyprotein is cleaved into the 

separate functional proteins via the action of host and viral proteases (see section 1.1.4) [1,44]. 

The infection leads to changes in the cell lipidome as well as remodelling of host membranes 

[12,45–50]. The membrane remodelling allows for the formation of ER invaginations where the 

TBEV genome replicates via a double-stranded RNA intermediate, safe from host innate immune 

response [45,46,48–50]. 

Once sufficient structural proteins and genomes have been synthesized, virion assembly starts. 

Immature virions are formed by the budding of the NC into the lumen of the ER, during which it 

acquires the envelope that contains the E and the M precursor (prM) proteins [1,51]. However the 

recruitment of the NC components at assembly sites are poorly understood, and a central question 

in TBEV biology is how is the NC assembly initiated. It is not even clear if the NC assembles before 

or during budding, but since “naked” NCs have not been detected in infected cells, the processes 

are probably interlinked [51–55]. The structure of the immature TBEV virion has not been solved, 

but it probably has a similar architecture to other flaviviruses [56–58]. Based on other flaviviruses, 

the prM and E proteins of the immature virion are organized into spikes formed of trimers of E-

prM dimers where the pr peptide covers the E fusion loop, preventing premature membrane 

interactions [56–58]. 

The immature, non-infectious, virion is transported through the Golgi apparatus and the trans-

Golgi network where it undergoes maturation [59–66]. The first step of the process is a low pH-

mediated conformational rearrangement of the spikes into the heterotetrameric lattice of the 

mature virions [64–66]. This exposes the furin cleavage site in prM, and the pr peptide is cleaved 

[61–66]. However, the pr peptide remains bound to the virion until the particle exits the cell and 

the peptide dissociates due to the neutral pH of the extracellular environment which renders the 

particle infectious [64–67]. The specific mechanisms and host factors required for virion egress are 

poorly characterized. However, it seems that TBEV exit from mammalian and tick cells is different. 

In mammalian cells, the transport from the ER to the Golgi apparatus as well as the glycosylation 

of the E protein are required for egress, but in tick cells preventing either of these processes does 

not affect virion production [68–70]. As the maturation process is imperfect, infected cells 

routinely produce mature, immature, and partially mature particles [11]. Interestingly, it has been 

suggested that the production of a heterogeneous particle population is an immune evasion 

mechanism or a way to increase the viral tissue tropism [71,72]. 
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1.1.3 TBEV proteins

The TBEV polyprotein is translated at the ER, and most of the viral proteins remain membrane-

bound after they are processed (Figure 3) [1]. The three structural proteins, C, M, and E are located 

at the N-terminus of the polyprotein [1]. The C protein is originally translated with a C-terminal 

signal peptide that anchors it into the ER membrane [44]. The activity of the NS3-NS2B protease is 

required to cleave the junction and to release the C protein into the cytosol [44]. The mature C 

protein consists of 96 residues, but its structure is not known. However, it likely has a similar 

dimeric organization as the C proteins of  WNV, and Dengue (DENV), Zika (ZIKV) and Japanese 

encephalitis (JEV) viruses, as it forms dimers both within the virion as well as when produced 

recombinantly [25,73–77]. The C protein has both membrane affinity and an ability to bind to 

nucleic acids without sequence or strand number specificity [25,73–79]. In addition to its roles in 

the particle assembly, the C protein modulates the host response to infection e.g. by regulating 

apoptosis and preventing stress granule formation [80–88].

Figure 3. A schematic diagram of the TBEV polyprotein emphasising its transmembrane helices (not 

to scale).

The cleavage sites of the different viral (NS3-NS2B) and host proteases (furin and signal peptidase) and the

polyprotein termini are indicated. The question mark refers to a cleavage by an unknown protease. The figure 

is adapted from reference 13 with the author’s permission.

The M protein is initially synthesized as a precursor protein prM that contains the N-terminal pr 

peptide which is cleaved during particle maturation (see section 1.1.2) [59–66]. The mature M 

protein contains 96 residues and  consists of an N-terminal loop, a perimembrane helix (M-H1), 

and two transmembrane helices (M-TM1, M-TM2) (Figure 4A) [11]. The main role of the protein is 

to act in its precursor form to cover the fusion loop of the E protein to prevent premature fusion 

[64–66]. 
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Figure 4. TBEV M and E proteins.

A M protein atomic model (PDB: 5O6A, [11]), shown from the side.

B E protein atomic model, shown from the side and coloured by domain: DI, magenta; DII, turquoise; DIII, 

magenta, DIV, grey (PDB: 5O6A, [11]). The E Asn154 glycan moiety is coloured black and the fusion loop 

yellow. 

The figure is adapted from reference 13 with the author’s permission.

Like the M protein, the E protein is translated across the ER membrane, with its ectodomains 

localizing in the ER lumen [1]. The E protein contains 496 residues, and it is the major surface 

protein of the TBEV virion [11]. Correspondingly, it is the main TBEV antigen, and responsible for

two crucial steps in the TBEV life cycle: binding to host cells and fusion with the endosomal

membrane [22–25,89,90]. The E protein can be divided into four domains (Figure 4B) [11]. Domain 

I (DI) consists of residues 1–51, 137–189, and 285–302 and forms the core of the protein 

ectodomain [11,91]. It consists of an eight-strand β-barrel, and it contains Asn154, the only 

glycosylated residue in the mature TBEV [11,92]. The role of the glycosylation is presumably to 

shield the fusion loop from premature activation, which is reflected by the close proximity of the 

glycosylation site with the fusion loop of the other E protein in the dimer [11]. The fusion loop

(residues 98–113) is located at the tip of the domain II (DII, residues 52–136 and 190–284) and, in 

addition to containing this critical feature, DII is also the major dimerization domain of the E 

protein [11,91]. Domain III (DIII) contains residues 303–395 of the E protein, and has an 

immunoglobulin-like fold [11,91]. DIII has been suggested to be the receptor-binding domain, and 

many neutralizing antibodies target this part of the protein [11,93]. Domain IV (DIV) consists of 

residues 396–496  which form the membrane-associated C-terminus of the protein [11]. The 

domain is made up of three helices that lie perpendicular to the membrane (E-H1–EH3) and two 

transmembrane helices (E-TM1 and E-TM2) [11]. It also contains the recently discovered lipid 

factors but in the Hypr structure, their density was poorly resolved and the lipids could not be 

modelled [11,57,94–96]. While the exact role of the lipids is not yet known, the molecules have 

been suggested to stabilize the virions, and the sites could potentially be targeted by lipid-

mimicking drugs [11,57,94–96]. Therefore, three important questions are: What is the role of the 
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lipid factors in TBEV, how do they interact with the TBEV proteins and what lipid species are 

they. 

While the non-structural proteins are crucial for infection, they are outside the scope of this thesis 

and will be covered briefly. The NS1 protein is the most N-terminal non-structural protein in the 

TBEV polyprotein (Figure 3) [1,97]. It has intracellular roles in the remodelling of host membranes 

for replication but it is also secreted into the host bloodstream where it downregulates the 

complement system [97,98]. NS1 acts as a dimer in cells but in the extracellular environment it is a 

higher-order multimer, most likely a tetramer [97,99]. NS2A is an integral membrane protein that 

functions in replication and the suppression of the host immune response [100–103]. Similarly, 

NS2B is integrated into the ER membrane, and its function is to act as a cofactor for the NS3 

protease forming the functional NS2B-NS3 complex that is responsible for multiple cleavage 

events in the processing of the TBEV polyprotein (see Figure 3) [104,105]. In addition to acting as a 

protease, NS3 also has a helicase activity that is regulated by NS4A, another integral ER protein 

[45,106,107]. NS4B is a multi-functional integral membrane protein that has both 

immunomodulatory and replicative functions and it is targeted to the ER by a signal sequence 2k, 

which also regulates NS4 [45,108]. Finally, the largest TBEV non-structural protein is NS5, a two-

domain protein that is responsible both for the RNA synthesis and capping, as well as deactivating 

host antiviral defences [109–111]. 
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1.2 Cryogenic electron microscopy 
 

Cryo-EM is a structural biology method that has exploded in popularity in the last decade. The 

number of cryo-EM atomic models deposited to the World-Wide Protein Data Bank in 2011 was 

only 52, whereas in 2021 the number was a staggering 2952 representing an increase of over 50-

fold (www.wwpdb.org) [112]. Although the possibilities of the method were evident even in the 

early days of the field, the actualization of cryo-EM’s potential has finally happened due to 

advances in detector and microscope technology, software, and computation [113–115]. Following 

these developments, the method was given the Nature Method of the Year designation in 2015, 

and three pioneers of the method, Jacques Dubochet, Joachim Frank, and Richard Henderson were 

awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2017 [116,117]. Cryo-EM is especially suited for the study 

of large macromolecular complexes like viruses. This is highlighted by the Virus Particle Explorer 

Database (VIPERdb) as the database contains 759 cryo-EM structures of virus particles, almost 

double to the second-most popular method, X-ray diffraction (http://viperdb.scripps.edu) [118].  

 

1.2.1 Sample preparation – Putting the “cryo” in cryo-EM 
 

The observation that biological samples could be flash-frozen in near-native states if the freezing 

process was rapid enough to prevent the formation of ice crystals was the genesis of cryo-EM 

[119–121]. Samples in the amorphous ice are protected from the high vacuum of the electron 

microscope as well as the incoming electrons whilst remaining hydrated [122]. It could be argued 

that sample preparation is the most critical part of the cryo-EM process, and a common maxim in 

the field is “junk in, junk out”. 

The cryo-EM process starts with a purified macromolecule or a macromolecular complex 

suspended in a suitable aqueous buffer. A small amount (traditionally 2–3 µl) of the sample is 

applied on an electron microscopy grid, the excess liquid is blotted away, and the grid is quickly 

plunged into a suitable cryogen, flash-freezing the sample (Figure 6). The composition of the grids 

varies, but they are generally made of gold or copper, and covered with a holey film of carbon or 

gold [122]. The grids usually need to be rendered hydrophilic and cleaned of contaminants with a 

plasma cleaner before use to ensure even sample distribution [122]. Plunging can be done either 

manually, or more commonly, with a robotic plunger such as the Leica EM GP2 or the Thermo 

Fisher Vitrobot with adjustable blotting force, time, and other parameters. Additionally, several 

“blot-free” sample preparation methods that use e.g. pin printing devices or specialized 

nanofluidic grids have recently been designed and their advantages are the use of small sample 

volume and increased reproducibility [123,124]. Blotting (or the more novel methods) ensures that 

only a thin layer of the sample is present in the holes of the grid so that the sample will cool fast 

enough to vitrify, and that the resulting amorphous ice layer will be thin enough to be 

transmissible to the electron beam [125]. Additionally, as the data are collected as projection 

images, the aim is to discourage particle overlap, as such particle images will be unusable in the 

subsequent processing steps. Although the sample preparation and imaging instruments are 

cooled with liquid nitrogen, and grids are stored in it, it is not suitable for the freezing process 

http://www.wwpdb.org/
http://viperdb.scripps.edu/
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itself. Instead, ethane, propane, or a mixture of the two is used as a cryogen, as they have much 

higher thermal conductivities than nitrogen, which is critical to ensure the high cooling rate 

required for vitrification [122]. 

 

 

Figure 5. Cryo-EM sample preparation with the traditional technique. 

The figure is reproduced from reference 13 with the author’s permission. 

 

1.2.2 Data collection 
 

The vitrified sample is kept cool at liquid nitrogen temperature during storage and imaging to 

prevent the formation of ice crystals that will both scatter the electron beam as well as damage 

the macromolecules in the sample. Various technological solutions to the problem exist for data 

collection from the original side-entry holders to modern cartridge-type “autoloaders” [125]. 

In the microscope, electrons are emitted from the electron source, most commonly a field 

emission gun, and they are condensed and magnified into a coherent, parallel beam that travels 

through the sample, through additional lenses, and into the detector [126]. The electrons interact 

with the atoms in the sample by elastic or inelastic scattering [126]. In the elastic scattering events, 

the change of direction for the electron wave results in it travelling a different distance than an 

unscattered wave, which results in a phase difference between the two waves [126]. This 

difference, or phase contrast, is the main source of signal in unstained biological cryo-EM samples 

[126].  

Only elastic scattering events are useful for the collection of the cryo-EM data, and the deposition 

of energy into the sample by inelastic scattering events results in the breakage of molecular bonds, 

i.e. “beam damage” [126]. Biological samples are very sensitive to beam damage, which is a 

limiting factor in cryo-EM imaging [126]. This is why only low total electron doses are used, which 

results in a very weak signal [126].  

After interacting with the sample the electrons hit the detector. Initially, the cryo-EM images were 

collected on films that needed to be developed and scanned which was laborious [127]. Films were 

supplanted by charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras that contain a scintillator that converts the 

electron signal into light that can be then recorded by a digital camera [127]. This allowed for 
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faster data collection and instant digitalization of the data, but increased noise due to the 

conversion step between the electron and photon signal [127]. Arguably, the main driver of the 

explosion in the popularity of cryo-EM was the advent of direct electron detectors that have 

largely replaced CCD cameras [127]. They combine the speed of CCDs with an increased signal-to-

noise ratio, and have in part allowed routine atomic resolution structure solving [127]. Due to the 

speed of the direct electron detectors it is now possible to collect the micrograph as a series of 

frames (a “movie”) instead of a single exposure [128]. Such dose fractionation allows for the 

collection of high-resolution information in the early frames before it is destroyed by the electron 

beam but provides sufficient total contrast provided by combining all the frames [128]. 

Additionally, it is possible to compensate for the beam-induced movement of the sample, by 

aligning and averaging the separate frames of the movie in the reconstruction step of the process 

(see section 1.2.3) [128]. 

An important consideration in cryo-EM imaging is the contrast transfer function (CTF) [129]. The 

CTF is a point-spread function that describes the aberrations the microscope imposes on the 

signal. The micrographs are convolved by the CTF of the instrument [129]. The CTF oscillates 

between positive and negative values, and where the phase flips there is no information as the CTF 

is at zero. Hence for any given micrograph, the information at certain resolutions is lost depending 

on the micrograph’s defocus [129]. However, the data from multiple defoci can be combined to 

compensate for the signal loss in individual micrographs [130]. The amplitude of the CTF is higher 

further from focus, so low-resolution information can be emphasized at higher defocus to increase 

the contrast. This is especially important due to the low signal-to-noise ration of cryo-EM 

micrographs [126]. Over and underfocus have the same effects with opposing signs, but 

underfocus is used as it has the same phase as the amplitude contrast, leading to constructive 

rather than destructive interference [130]. Therefore, cryo-EM data are collected as series of 

underfocused images with different defoci [126]. 

 

1.2.3 Reconstruction 
 

The cryo-EM micrographs contain two-dimensional (2D) projection images of the three-

dimensional (3D) macromolecular complexes embedded in the thin ice. The projection images 

themselves can be useful for answering biological questions, but the real power of the method 

comes from the possibility to reconstruct 3D maps from 2D projections. 3D-information from 

electron micrographs was recovered already decades ago starting with the late 60s, but only with 

the cryo-EM sample preparation methods that preserve the fine details of the macromolecules it is 

possible to reach atomic resolution [128,131,132]. The central (and usually true) assumption is 

that the particles in the ice are randomly oriented and identical [126–128]. Therefore by imaging a 

sufficient number of them, it is possible to collect projections in all possible directions [126–128]. 

This, in turn, allows for the construction of a 3D average of the imaged particles. If the 

reconstructed particles are identical, the signal strength is increased in proportion to the number 

of particles reconstructed, thus allowing the resolving of even minute details that are not readily 

identifiable from the micrographs [126–128]. Additionally, if the particles are symmetrical, the 
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symmetry can be used to computationally boost the signal even further [126–128]. The overview 

of the cryo-EM reconstruction process is presented in figure 6.

Figure 6. The cryo-EM reconstruction workflow

The figure is adapted from reference 13 with the author’s permission.

The first step of the reconstruction process is the averaging of the movie frames that contribute to 

a single view, which allows for the correction of the frame-to-frame motion [133,134]. During this 

process, it is possible to apply dose-weighting, exclude certain frames, or reject micrographs 

outright based on the amount of movement [135–137]. The second step is the estimation of the 

per-micrograph CTF as the images are later deconvolved with the estimated CTF to recover high 

resolution information [128]. In this step, the data are usually curated, either by manually

evaluating the CTFs, or by the use of automated methods [128,136]. Next, the individual particles 

in the micrographs need to be identified and extracted automatically [128]. Particles can be picked 

for example by using machine learning-based software as we have done in article III [138].

Once the particles have been identified and extracted into single-particle images, the classification 

starts. First, the classification is done with the 2D images [128]. The particle images are rotated 

and cross-correlated, and similar images are grouped together [128]. Methods that use Bayesian 

statistics for classification (e.g. Relion) are widely used and seem to perform well across different 

datasets [139]. 2D classification has two aims. Firstly, the process allows the user to discard 

particles that have been picked in error, as only similar particles will classify together [128]. 

Secondly, the process groups together particles that are projections from the same direction, and 

defines the 2D transformations that need to be applied on these particles so that they orient 

similarly [128]. Next, an initial 3D model is created for 3D classification. The best approach is to 

generate the initial model from the data itself to avoid bias, but previously-generated maps, such 

as structures of homologous complexes can also be used [128]. In ab initio initial model 

generation, the Euler angles of a random subset of well-classified particles from different views are 

estimated e.g. using stochastic gradient descent or the common lines approach, and they are 

combined to form 3D volume either by back-projection or by Fourier inversion [128,139–141]. In 

the actual 3D classification, the initial model is projected into 2D, and the particle images are 

matched to the projections, and used to create a new 3D map [142]. The process is then iterated 
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multiple times, and particles that represent the projections of the same object are averaged 

together [142]. 

While a single class can already be considered to be the 3D representation of the study object (or a 

population of identical study objects), there are multiple refinement steps that can be used to 

improve the map. These range from different masking steps to the correction of the aberrations 

caused by the defocus gradient across a large object to estimating the per-particle drift and CTF 

[128,143]. While the approximate resolution of the reconstruction can be gleamed from the 

quality of the density itself, and the maximum theoretical resolution is limited by the sampling 

rate, there is no “absolute” resolution measure in cryo-EM, and resolution estimation has been the 

topic of much discussion. Usually, the resolution is estimated with the Fourier shell correlation 

(FSC) [128,144]. In the FSC approach, the dataset is split into two halves that are reconstructed 

separately [128,144]. Then, the 3D Fourier transforms of the ensuing maps are cross-correlated 

and the cross-correlation is reported as the function of spatial frequency [128,144]. The cross-

correlation decays at higher frequencies, where random noise contributes to the majority of the 

signal. Usually, a cross-correlation cut-off of 0.143 is used, and the resolution is reported as the 

spatial frequency where this value is reached, but other cut-offs could be used as well [128,145]. 

However, the way resolution values are sometimes reported in the field makes a complete 

butchery of the nature of the measure and claims of resolutions measured to a hundredth of an 

Ångström (Å) should be approached with caution. A single value cannot describe the entire 

reconstruction, and the full FSC curve of a reconstruction should be presented. FSC is a global 

measurement but due to the varying flexibility of a big assembly, the resolution of the 

reconstruction is not uniform. Therefore local resolution estimation is of utmost importance to 

accurately describe such structures [143,146]. Additionally, a bias in sampling different particle 

orientations can result in variation in local directional resolution [147–150]. 

1.2.4 Atomic modelling 
 

Once the cryo-EM map representing the Coulomb potential of the object is reconstructed, an 

atomic model of its constituent molecules needs to be built. The resulting model allows the 

characterization of the object in higher detail ranging from the description of atomic bonds to 

molecular dynamics simulations. It also makes it possible to identify densities that are not readily 

explained by the protein composition of the sample, such as bound ligands [57,94–96]. 

Atomic modelling can be performed de novo, where the positions of the atoms are built into the 

map based on the density information. While this approach represents the most bias-free way of 

modelling, it requires a high-resolution reconstruction [151,152]. More commonly, a pre-

generated model is first rigidly fitted into the density and then refined. Such models can be 

generated by in silico mutagenesis of closely related protein species or by homology modelling 

[153–157]. Whatever the source of the initial model, it may require extensive refinement, and the 

final model should represent the best fit between the experimental data and the known chemical 

characteristics of biomolecules, such as bond angles, rotamers, and the number of cis-peptides. 
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1.3 Protein-membrane interactions 
 

Membranes are a crucial component of cells and enveloped viruses. They form the cellular 

compartments, allowing different chemical environments to exist within a single cell, and they 

isolate the interior of the cell from the extracellular space [158]. On the other hand, viruses use 

host membranes to hide their immunogenic replication intermediates, exit the infected host, and, 

in the case of enveloped viruses, to gain access to new cells [159–161]. From an experimental 

point of view, however, membranes have many challenging characteristics. Unlike proteins, they 

cannot be easily mutated, and they form highly heterogeneous and fluid arrangements that evade 

much of the structural biology characterization methods [162]. To study membranes, and to study 

the interactions between proteins and membranes, specialized approaches are needed. 

 

1.3.1 Supported lipid bilayers and quartz crystal microbalances with dissipation 
monitoring 
 

Supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) are an important tool for the study of membranes, allowing the 

controlled reconstitution of membrane-associated phenomena [163]. As the name suggests, an 

SLB is a lipid bilayer that—unlike in nature—is formed on a solid support [163]. SLBs can be formed 

of different lipid compositions, and they are usually generated from homogenized liposomes [164]. 

The strength of SLBs is that they can be formed on various surfaces, rendering them within the 

range of many biophysical techniques that would be impossible to use in an in vivo setting [163]. 

Additionally, unlike liposomes, SLBs have no curvature and they perhaps mimic large cellular 

membranes more closely than curved model membranes [165]. 

A quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) is an extremely sensitive 

instrument that measures the binding of mass on to a surface as well as the viscoelastic 

characteristics of the bound substrate [166]. The physical basis of the method can be traced to 

Sauerbrey’s 1959 observations that the resonant frequency of an oscillating quartz crystal changes 

based on the binding of a substrate, and the change in frequency is proportional to the bound 

mass [167]. The first quartz crystal microbalances could only measure changes in a gaseous phase 

or vacuum [168]. Eventually, systems that allowed measuring both frequency and dissipation in a 

liquid environment were designed, and modern QCM-Ds that can be used in molecular biology 

were born [168,169]. 

The simultaneous measuring of both frequency and dissipation is at the core of QCM-D 

experiments. In a QCM-D sensor, a piezoelectric quartz crystal is covered by electrodes on two 

sides, and by alternating the electric current of the electrodes, the crystal is driven to oscillate at 

its characteristic frequency [170]. As the frequency can be measured very accurately, and the 

changes are proportional to the mass bound on the sensor surface, the bound mass can be 

calculated [170]. Additionally, the viscoelastic properties of the substrate bound on the sensor 

surface can me studied via monitoring dissipation changes upon binding [170]. If the oscillator is 

switched off, the amplitude of the crystal’s oscillation decays, and the speed of decay is inversely 
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related to the rigidity of the substrates bound on the sensor surface [166]. This can be done 

periodically, which allows for the real-time monitoring of dissipation [166]. In modern systems, 

frequency and dissipation can be simultaneously measured throughout the experiment, and more 

elegant characterization such as estimating the water content of the substrate layer, as well as its 

roughness can be performed as well [170]. 

SLBs can be formed on QCM-D sensors [171]. This allows the real-time monitoring of the SLB 

formation, but more importantly, it allows for the characterization of dynamic membrane-

associated processes [171]. Consequently, the combination of the methods has been used to e.g. 

elucidate the membrane binding mode of the caveolae-coating protein Cavin1, to describe the 

binding of viral particles to their receptor, and to characterize the digestion of phospholipids by 

the pancreatic phospholipase A2 [172–174]. 

 

1.3.2 Lipid monolayer measurements with Langmuir-Blodgett troughs 
 

Single-molecule thin films can be deposited on aqueous phases for measurements used in fields 

ranging from biophysics to material science [175]. The monolayers can consists of various 

amphiphiles, such as lipids [175]. In lipid films, the hydrophobic fatty acid tails are in contact with 

the air, and the hydrophilic headgroups are embedded in the aqueous phase [175]. While 

monolayers lack some biological relevance compared to e.g. SLBs, they can be formed on 

Langmuir-Blodgett troughs (LBTs), which allows for the use of biophysical measurements such as 

tensiometry  to study protein insertion into membranes [176,177].  

A folded protein can bind to the lipid headgroups and remain at the periphery of the membrane, 

or it can insert into the bilayer after initial contact with the headgroups [178]. The question if a 

protein inserts or not can be approached with multiple methods, e.g. with electron spin resonance 

spectroscopy or structural studies [179,180]. However, these methods require specialized 

instrumentation and are labour-intensive. In contrast, LBT-based monolayer tensiometry can be 

performed with relative ease. In this approach, a lipid monolayer of a desired constitution is 

prepared on top of a suitable buffer, and its pressure (π) is monitored with a Wilhelmy plate 

tensiometer [174]. The protein of interest is inserted into the aqueous phase, which allows it to 

bind to the headgroups of the monolayer lipids. If the protein inserts, it forces its way between the 

lipids crowding the monolayer and increasing the π (Δπ) [174]. In practice, most proteins have an 

affinity to air-water interfaces, which always leads to some π increase in low-pressure monolayers. 

To confirm the biological relevance of the observed effect, the Δπ is measured at multiple starting 

π values (π0), and the π0 and Δπ values are plotted to form a maximum insertion pressure (MIP) 

curve [174]. By comparing the maximum π at which the protein can insert into the monolayer to 

the reported values of bilayer pressures, one can predict if the protein is capable of membrane 

insertion in physiological conditions [174,181–183].  
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2. Aims of the study 
 

The aim of my thesis work was to increase the understanding of TBEV structural biology and 

particle assembly, and especially the role of membrane proteins and protein-membrane 

interactions in this assembly. 

 

The specific objectives were: 

1. To review the currently available knowledge on TBEV structural biology to identify 

knowledge gaps that are A) specific to TBEV or B) common across flaviviruses (article I). 

2. To create a cryo-EM reconstruction of the low-passage TBEV Kuutsalo-14 mature virion to 

A) resolve structural features that could not be reliably built into the previously published 

reconstruction B) to characterize the differences between the two strains, and C) to study 

the stabilizing protein-protein and protein-lipid interactions in TBEV (article II). 

3. To A) study the membrane interactions of the C protein with various biophysical methods 

in model lipid systems to understand the role of membranes in TBEV NC assembly and B) 

to describe the lipid composition of the TBEV envelope (article III).  
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3. Materials and methods 
 

The methods used in the thesis are detailed in articles I, II, and III (table 1). 

Table 1. The methods used in the thesis 

Method Article 

Homology modelling I 

Cell culture II 

Virus propagation and titration II, III 

Virus purification II, III 

UV-inactivation of purified virus II 

Sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-
PAGE) and immunoblotting 

II, III 

Cryo-EM sample preparation II 

Cryo-EM data collection II 

Cryo-EM reconstruction II 

Atomic modelling II 

Bioinformatics analyses II 

Cloning and protein purification III 

Liposome sedimentation assay III 

RNA synthesis and gel electrophoretic mobility shift assay (GEMSA) III 

SLB  formation  III 

QCM-D measurements III 

Lipid monolayer tensiometry III 

Mass spectrometry of viral lipids III 
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4. Results and discussion

4.1 The structure of the mature TBEV virion

In article I, we critically reviewed the current TBEV literature from a structural perspective. While 

there is a vast amount of scholarship on the virus, there are multiple knowledge gaps plaguing the 

field. As the NC structure is not known, its assembly process is poorly understood and even the 

structure of the TBEV C protein has not been solved. Additionally TBEV structural biology is under-

studied compared to other flaviviruses, especially to mosquito-borne flaviviruses (MBFs). At the 

time of writing article I, there was only one cryo-EM reconstruction of a tick-borne flavivirus (TBF)

available, that of the laboratory-adapted TBEV strain Hypr [11]. This leads to most of the structural 

information available on TBEV to be extrapolated from MBFs or to be based on the highly cell 

culture-adapted Hypr strain.

To increase the amount of structural information available on TBEV, and on TBFs in general, we 

built a cryo-EM reconstruction of the low-passage TBEV Kuutsalo-14 strain in article II [184]. The 

global resolution of the reconstruction was 3.3 Å, an improvement over the previous 3.9 Å 

structure (Figure 7A) [11]. The resolution of the reconstruction varied, with the E ectodomains 

being the best-resolved and the transmembrane domains of E and M having the lowest resolution 

(Figure 7B). The improvement in resolution was likely caused by the use of a larger dataset 

(119 210 vs 11 882 particle images), the use of a more advanced detector (Gatan K3 vs FEI Falcon 

2), as well as the use of additional processing steps such as particle polishing and per-particle CTF 

estimation performed in Relion 3 [143]. The high resolution of the reconstruction allowed for the 

building of the atomic models of the Kuutsalo-14 E and M proteins (Figure 8).

Figure 7. The resolution of the TBEV Kuutsalo-14 reconstruction.

A The FSC plot of the reconstruction. The 0.143 FSC cut-off used to report the resolution is indicated.

B A 60 Å central slice of the reconstruction viewed down the two-fold axis of symmetry. The map is coloured 

by resolution according to the key and shown at 2.35 σ above the mean. The figure is adapted from article II 

under the Creative Commons CC BY 4.0 licence.
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Figure 8. Structure of the TBEV Kuutsalo-14 virion.  

A Surface representation of the whole virion viewed down the two-fold axis of symmetry. The E-M-M-E 

tetramers of one raft are coloured and one of them is highlighted. 

B Close-up of a single E-M-M-E heterotetramer from two angles. 

The E proteins are coloured by domain: DI, magenta; DII, turquoise; DIII, magenta, DIV, grey. The E Asn154 

glycan moiety is coloured black and the fusion loop yellow, the M protein is coloured green, and the 

phosphatidylcholine molecules are coloured orange. The figure is reproduced from article II under the Creative 

Commons CC BY 4.0 licence. 

 

4.1.1 TBEV strain Kuutsalo-14 differs structurally from the Hypr strain 
 

The overall organisation of the Kuutsalo-14 virion is similar to the previously published TBEV 

structure and other flaviviruses (Figure 9). The overall RMSD over corresponding alpha carbon (Cα) 

atoms between the Kuutsalo-14 and Hypr strains is 1.6 Å, and the folds of the E and the M protein 

are alike (Figure 9). Similarly, the E protein ectodomain model is close to the crystal structure of 

the Neudörfl strain TBEV E protein ectodomains with a 2.1 Å RMSD over corresponding Cα atoms 

(PDB: 1SVB) (Figure 9) [91]. The only major difference is caused by the conditions in the crystal, 

which do not accurately represent the conformation of the E protein in the virion where the tip of 

DII bends towards the membrane to accommodate the curvature of the bilayer [91]. 
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Figure 9. Similarities between TBEV structures.

A, B Side view of the Kuutsalo-14 E (A) and M (B) protein atomic models (PDB: 7Z51, paper II).

C, D Side view of the Hypr E (C) and M (D) protein atomic models (PDB: 5O6A, [11]).

E Side view of the Neudörfl E ectodomains atomic model (PDB: 1SVB, [91])

Protein features are coloured as in figure 8. The figure is adapted from reference 13 with the author’s 

permission.
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While the Kuutsalo-14 and Hypr virions are overall similar, there are crucial differences. The quasi-

equivalent E proteins of the Kuutsalo-14 are highly similar with an RMSD of 1 Å over the 

corresponding Cα atoms, but the M proteins are divergent with a 1.7 Å RMSD over the 

corresponding Cα atoms (Figure 10). E protein-based superimposition of the E-M dimers shows 

that this is caused by the different conformations of the M protein perimembrane and TM1 helices 

within the asymmetric unit (AU) (Figure 10B, C, D). The helices themselves are highly similar, but 

their position is different due to changes in a hinge region formed by Asp23 and Tyr24 (Figure 

10E). This leads to angular differences of up to 18° between the M-H1 helices and to spatial 

differences of up to 7.8 Å between the corresponding Cα atoms (Figure 10F). Contrastingly, no 

conformational variation within the AU occurs in the Hypr strain [11]. 
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Figure 10. M protein quasi-equivalence in the Kuutsalo-14 virion. 

A Surface representation of the Kuutsalo-14 virion model viewed down the two-fold axis of symmetry. The 

symmetry axes are indicated with an ellipse (two-fold), a triangle (three-fold), and stars (five-fold). One 

asymmetric unit is highlighted. 

B Kuutsalo-14 virion model with the E protein ectodomains and M protein N-terminal loops computationally 

removed.  

C Superimposition of the three E-M dimers of the AU based on the E protein. 

D The three M proteins of the AU superimposed as in C with the E proteins omitted for clarity. 

E The M protein hinge region in the context of the superimposed proteins and as a close-up. The residues of 

the hinge are highlighted. 

F The angular and spatial differences between the H1 and TM1 helices of the M proteins in the AU. 

The quasi-equivalent E and M proteins are coloured according to chain: A, light green; B, pink; C, grey; D, 

purple, E, turquoise, F, magenta. The transmembrane helices of the E (E-H1–E-H3) and the M (M-H1) proteins 

as well as the perimembrane helices of the E (E-TM1 and E-TM2) and the M (M-TM1 and M-TM2) proteins are 

labelled. The figure is reproduced from article II under the Creative Commons CC BY 4.0 licence. 

 

The conformation of the M protein chains D and F leads to the formation of a new interface 

between the heterotetramers of the raft (Figure 10B, Figure 11A). The H-1 helices of the M 

proteins are aligned anti-parallel to each other, allowing the Glu33 and Lys40 residues to form two 

salt bridges across the interface and the Trp37 residues to form a π-stacking interaction. A 

sequence alignment of 183 TBEV isolates showed that the interacting residues are highly 

conserved across TBEV with variation only occurring at position 40 in a minority of TBEV strains 

(Figure 11B). Interestingly, Hypr is one of the strains that diverge at position 40. Since the novel M 

protein conformation is not observed in Hypr, it is likely that all three residues are needed for the 

formation of the interface. Indeed, an arginine at position 40 could potentially form a cation-π 

interaction with Trp37 of the same M chain, which would compete both with the formation of the 

salt bridges and the tryptophan-tryptophan contact which may explain why the interface is not 

formed in Hypr [11]. However, the side chains are not resolved well enough to infer if the Trp37 

interacts with the Arg40 of the same chain in Hypr [11]. 
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Figure 11. M protein interactions. 

A The interaction between M proteins at the heterotetramer interface viewed from the outside of the virion. 

The interacting residues are shown as stick representations and the hydrogen bonds are shown in green. 

B Sequence logo representation of the variation between TBEV isolates in the H-1 region. The size of the letter 

is proportional to the frequency of the residue. The interacting residues are numbered and the residues are 

coloured according to chemistry (grey, hydrophobic; pink, acidic; purple, polar including glycine; turquoise, 

basic; magenta, neutral). 

C Structure-based M protein sequence alignment of flaviviruses with high-resolution cryo-EM structures. The 

position conserved throughout the analysed flavivirus species is highlighted in pink, and the positions 

conserved only in the majority of TBEV strains are highlighted in grey. The residue numbering is according to 

TBEV Kuutsalo-14 sequence.  

The figure is reproduced from article II under the Creative Commons CC BY 4.0 licence.  

 

Structure-based sequence alignment of flavivirus structures with resolutions higher than 4 Å with 

the M protein modelled showed that the interacting residues are only conserved in TBEV (Figure 

11C). As the M protein conformation in Kuutsalo-14 has not previously described for any flavivirus, 

it suggests that the formation of the interface is a unique characteristic of TBEV, or TBFs in general. 

In other flavivirus structures the M-TM1 helices are up to 38.6 Å apart and no inter-

heterotetramer M-M contacts are formed. The novel interface highlights the need for broader 

characterization of TBFs. Since differences are observed between different strains of the same 

virus, it is clear that extrapolation across the whole of flaviviruses is not sufficient, and that even 

species-level structural characterisation might not be enough. Instead, subtype or strain-level 

structural investigation is needed. 

As the M-M interface likely forms during the maturation of the particle, it suggests that the 

maturation processes of TBFs and MBFs differ. Previously, the low pH-induced conformational 

change that occurs during maturation has been reported to be irreversible in TBEV, but reversible 

in MBFs [61,65]. This leads me to speculate that the formation of the M-M interface is the reason 
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for the irreversibility of the change in TBEV, especially since the studies on TBEV maturation have 

been performed with the Neudörfl strain that has the consensus lysine at position 40 [61]. 

However, this hypothesis needs to be experimentally confirmed by mutagenesis combined with 

functional and structural studies. 

 

4.1.2 Structural variation leads to differences in particle stability 
 

When we identified the novel M-M interaction boundary in article II, we speculated, that the 

interaction has a stabilizing role in the virion, and that Kuutsalo-14 virions would be less flexible 

than those of Hypr. To investigate this, we characterize the intra-raft interactions of the E protein, 

as well as calculated the energetic gains upon the formation of the raft (Figure 12A). We identified 

nine E protein residues that interact across the boundaries between heterotetramers. In addition, 

we used proteins, interfaces, surfaces, and assemblies (PISA) analysis to calculate that the Gibbs 

free energy (ΔG) upon the formation of the M-M interface is −1.1 kcal/mol, and the ΔG upon the 

formation of the intra-raft E-E contacts is −8 kcal/mol, meaning that the M protein interaction is 

responsible for approximately 12 % of the energetic gains of the raft formation. While the E 

proteins are responsible for the majority of the Kuutsalo-14 raft stability, it is clear that the M 

protein contacts play a role as well. The M proteins are often ignored in the discussion of flavivirus 

virions, and usually it is treated only as a non-functional remnant of the prM [11]. However, our 

structure clearly shows that the M protein has a role in the stabilization of the Kuutsalo-14 virion. 

Correspondingly M protein contacts have been suggested to contribute to ZIKV particle durability, 

although only within the heterotetramer [185]. 
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Figure 12. Intra-raft E protein interactions. 

A E protein interactions between the heterotetramers viewed from outside the virion. The E proteins of the AU 

are coloured as per figure 10. Interacting residues are shown as stick representations and green dotted lines 

represent hydrogen bonds. The interactions between His347 and Arg187 and between Arg187and Asp380 are 

omitted for clarity. 

B Sequence logo representation of the variation between TBEV isolates at the intra-raft E protein interfaces. 

Interacting residues are numbered. The size of the letter is proportional to the frequency of the residue. 

Residues are coloured as per figure 11B. The wavy line indicates a sequence break. 

C Structure-based E protein sequence alignment of flaviviruses with high-resolution cryo-EM structures. 

Positions conserved throughout the analysed flavivirus species are highlighted in pink, and positions conserved 

only in the majority of TBEV strains are highlighted in grey. The residue numbering is according to TBEV 

Kuutsalo-14 sequence. 

The figure is reproduced from article II under the Creative Commons CC BY 4.0 licence 
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A comparison of the Kuutsalo-14 and the Hypr intra-raft interactions showed that the total buried 

area in Hypr is higher than in Kuutsalo-14 (1345 Å2 vs 1268 Å2). Similarly, the total ΔG upon the 

formation of the raft in Hypr is −14 kcal/mol, which is energetically more favourable than in 

Kuutsalo-14. This shows that despite lacking the M-M interface, the Hypr virion is more stable than 

Kuutsalo-14. When we performed similar comparisons with other flaviviruses with high-resolution 

structures, we observed that all other flaviviruses had higher buried areas and lower ΔG values 

upon the formation of the raft. Additionally, the characterisation of the inter-heterotetramer E 

protein contacts showed that all interacting sites in Kuutsalo-14 were also present in Hypr, but 

Hypr had three additional ones as well. While the contacts were highly similar in the two TBEV 

structures, the MBF structures had variable E-E inter-heterotetramer interactions. However, all of 

them had more contacts than the Kuutsalo-14 structure. Additionally, structure-based sequence 

alignment showed that that while the contact sites are highly conserved in TBEV, they are varied in 

MBFs (Figure 12B, C). While the contribution of the membrane and the NC is not known, our 

results suggest that Kuutsalo-14 is the least stable structurally characterized flavivirus to date, at 

least based on the E and M proteins. Decreased stability may increase particle breathing and 

heterogeneity, which have both been suggested to have roles in flaviviral immune evasion 

[72,186,187]. It is also possible that decreased stability is important in the context of the tick host, 

and that Hypr has become less flexible as an adaptation to mammalian cell culture, where the 

virus has been propagated for almost 70 years.  

The structural characterization of the Kuutsalo-14 virion shows that there exists diversity in the 

structural details of the different flaviviral taxa. While the different species have similar overall 

morphologies, the crucial details differ, and likely contribute to the variation in geographic 

distribution, host specificity, and pathological characteristics within the genus. As even different 

strains of the same virus can vary as in the case of Hypr and Kuutsalo-14, it is clear that sweeping 

generalisations across the whole genus are not justified. The recently published Binjari virus 

structure also highlights this as the virus is a member of the MBF clade, yet the organization of the 

infectious virion is analogous to the immature particles of other flaviviruses [58].  

 

4.1.3 Glycosylation 
 

In article II, we also observed density, which could not be accounted for by the protein model at 

the E Asn154, which is the canonical glycosylation site in TBEV [188]. The literature review 

performed for article I showed that the role of glycosylation in TBEV is poorly understood, 

although it had been speculated to protect the fusion loop from premature activation. Recently, 

the TBEV glycome was characterized by mass spectrometry [92]. The study showed a complex 

glycosylation profile that varied depending on the cell type that was used for virus production [92]. 

In article II, we could build in three glycan residues into the density, which is in line with both the 

glycome studies as well as the recent Usutu virus (USUV) cryo-EM structure (Figure 13) [92,95]. 

When produced in mammalian cells, the core of the TBEV glycosylation consists of two N-

acetylglucosamine (GlcNac) residues, one of which is bound to Asn154, and the other to a 

mannose residue [92]. In our structure, the GlcNac residues were clearly defined and could be 
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modelled. Additionally, we were able to model a fucose (Fuc) residue bound to the first GlcNac, 

which is consistent with the approximately half of the glycans detected via mass spectrometry by 

Láttova et al. [92]. The presence of the Fuc at every glycosylation site may represent a difference 

between the structurally studied Kuutsalo-14 strain and the Hypr strain used for glycome 

characterization. It is also possible that the Fuc density is a reconstruction artefact caused by the 

averaging of glycans with and without a Fuc residue. The missing core mannose density indicates 

that the glycans are highly flexible, and that averaging-based methods may not be enough for their 

full characterization. In our reconstruction the glycans cover the fusion loop presumably protecting 

it from premature activation. Since the glycosylation is different for TBEV produced in tick cells, 

and the glycosylation is not needed for egress in tick cells, it may mean that the glycan residues 

have a differing conformation as well as function in the tick part of the TBEV life cycle [68,70,92]. If 

this is true, the fusion loop needs to be protected with an alternative mechanism, which might be 

elucidated by the structural characterisation of TBEV virions produced in tick cells. Alternatively, 

the environment of the tick salivary glands may shield the virus from premature fusion with 

alternative mechanisms, allowing the variation in the glycosylation. 
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Figure 13. E protein glycosylation. 

A The location of the glycosylation site in the context of an E-E dimer viewed from outside the virion. 

B, C Close-up of the glycosylation site from two angles. The glycan moieties are shown schematically on the 

left. 

The two E proteins are coloured as per figure 10 and the fusion loop is highlighted in yellow. The density 

corresponding to the glycans is shown in light blue, and the model of the glycans is shown as a stick 

representation where oxygen atoms are coloured red and the nitrogen atom is coloured blue. The figure is 

reproduced from article II under the Creative Commons CC BY 4.0 licence. 
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4.2 The role of membranes in TBEV life cycle

4.2.1 The TBEV envelope

TBEV is an enveloped virus, and the viral membrane has important roles in the TBEV life cycle. The

envelope acts as a flexible scaffolding into which the E and M proteins are anchored, and is a 

central component of the viral fusion process. The envelope holds the E and M proteins in place 

strongly enough to prevent the dissociation of the particle, but loosely enough to allow for the 

large conformational changes that occur during particle maturation and infection [37,64,65]. In the 

cryo-EM reconstruction performed in article II, the two leaflets of the lipid bilayer were clearly 

visible, although the individual lipids could not be resolved due to the fluid nature of the envelope 

(Figure 14). As typical of flavivirus virions, the envelope has a distinct angular shape as the 

membrane is deformed by the transmembrane helices of the E and the M proteins [189].

Figure 14. A 60 Å central slice of the Kuutsalo-14 virion map viewed down the two-fold axis of 

symmetry.

The map is coloured radially according to the key, and shown at 2.35 σ above the mean. The figure is adapted 

from article II under the Creative Commons CC BY 4.0 licence.
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The lipidomic characterization of flavivirus envelopes has been previously limited to one study

where the authors examined the lipid composition of WNV virions and virus-like particles [12]. To 

increase the knowledge on TBEV membrane composition, we described the lipidome of the TBEV 

Kuutsalo-14 virions in article III using ultra-high performance liquid chromatography-quadrupole 

time-of-flight mass spectrometry (Figure 15). TBEV virions contain carnitine fatty acids (Car),

phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidylserine (PS), phosphatidylinositol (PI), 

phosphatidylglycerol (PG), phosphatidylcholine (PC), ceramide (Cer), hexosylceramide (HexCer), 

and triglycerides (TG). PC is the most common phospholipid class in eukaryotic cells, and therefore 

it is not surprising to find it the virion [190]. PE is a lipid class that usually localises on the inner 

leaflet of curved membranes, and promotes curvature via the efficient packing of its small 

headgroup [191,192]. As the formation of the virion requires the generation of extreme curvature, 

a process which requires specific lipids, it is likely that this is the role of PE in the TBEV envelope

[191]. Ceramides are the end product of sphingomyelin (SM) processing, and have been implicated 

in the assembly of WNV virions indicating a similar role in TBEV [12]. Both PS and PG have 

negatively-charged headgroups, and may be important for virion assembly (see sections 4.2.3, 

4.2.4, and 4.2.5).

Figure 15. Mass spectrometry characterisation of the TBEV envelope composition. 

The fold differences of the different lipids in the virion-containing samples versus buffer-only control samples. 

The lipid classes are shown along the X-axis, and the individual lipid species of the classes are shown as 

diamonds. The lipids for which the signal is significantly higher than in buffer controls are shown in red (P < 

0.05, Welch’s T-test).

While the mass spectrometric approach used in article III did not allow for the comparison of the

abundances of the different lipid classes, some estimations can be made based on the WNV 

lipidome [12]. In WNV, both PC and PS are major virion components, meaning that they possibly 

make up the majority of the TBEV envelope as well [12]. Interestingly, the other two main 

components of the WNV virion, plasmalogen-PC and SM were not detected in TBEV [12]. 
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Conversely, Car, PI, PG, HexCer, and TG were not detected for WNV [12]. While the dissimilarity 

may reflect intrinsic variation between the two viruses, it may also be caused by the different cell 

types the viruses were produced in (neuronal vs. cervical). It is also possible that the way the lipids 

were extracted explains the difference (single-phase extraction vs. two-phase extraction). 

 

4.2.2 Phosphatidylcholine-binding pockets in the surface proteins 
 

While the Kuutsalo-14 membrane is not ordered in the cryo-EM reconstruction, we observed 

density corresponding to the recently described flaviviral lipid factors at the perimembrane region 

of the E and M proteins in article II (Figure 16) [57,94–96]. While corresponding densities were also 

present in the Hypr reconstruction, the density was not good enough to suspect the presenceof, 

identify or model the lipids [11]. In Kuutsalo-14 the two densities were modelled as PC molecules, 

which is in agreement with the mass spectrometric characterization performed in article III 

(Figures 15 and 16B). However, the density did not allow for the determination of the lengths of 

the fatty acid tails or the presence of double bonds, and only the first four carbon atoms of the 

chains could be modelled. In the mass spectrometry data, multiple PC lipid species with total tail 

carbons ranging from 30 to 40 were detected, suggesting tail lengths of 15-20 carbons for the 

coordinated PC molecules (Figure 15). PC1 is located between the E-H1 helix and the E-H2 helix, 

whereas the pocket for PC2 is formed by the E-H1, E-H2, E-H3, and E-TM1 helices as well as the M 

protein N-terminal loop (Figure 16C, D).  
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Figure 16. PC1 and PC2 pockets. 

A Side view of an E-M dimer model showing the lipid densities. 

B Location of the lipid pockets in E DIV. 

C PC1 pocket shown from two views. 

D PC2 pocket shown from two views. 

The E protein is coloured grey, and the M protein purple. The PC densities and stick representations are shown 

in magenta (PC 1) and turquoise (PC 2). In panels C and D, the residues within 4 Å of the PC molecule are 

shown as stick representations and coloured green. Oxygen (red), nitrogen (blue), and phosphorus (yellow) are 

highlighted in the stick representations. The figure is reproduced from article II under the Creative Commons 

CC BY 4.0 licence. 
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PISA analysis and manual inspection revealed that the pocket for PC 1 consists of 13–15 E residues 

depending on the quasi-equivalent position. Thr406, Ile410 Arg412, and Trp421 are within 4 Å of 

the lipid, and were considered close enough for interaction (Figure 16C). In some chains A and B, 

Thr406 and Arg412 formed hydrogen bonds with the PC proximal ester and phosphate groups, 

respectively. Ile410 likely forms a hydrophobic interaction with the fatty acid tail, whereas Trp421 

probably forms a cation-π interaction with the choline group of the lipid. Sequence alignment 

revealed that Arg412 and Trp421 are highly conserved in flaviviruses, and correspondingly they 

have been shown to be critical for particle formation in DENV [94]. Thr406 and a leucine or an 

isoleucine at position 410 are also conserved throughout flaviviruses, but their roles have not yet 

been functionally studied. 

Unlike the PC1 pocket, the PC2 consists of both E and M proteins. Depending on the quasi-

equivalent position, the PC2 pocket contains 18–19 E and four M residues. The only M residue 

within 4 Å of the PC2 molecule was Thr13, whereas three residues (Thr414, His438, and Met490) 

in the E protein were considered close enough for interaction (Figure 16D). A hydrogen bond was 

detected between His438 and the phosphate group of PC2 in one quasi-equivalent position, while 

Met490 and there is a hydrophobic interaction between Thr13 and the lipid based on PISA 

analysis. His438 is conserved in all flavivirus sequences we analysed and it is been shown to be 

needed for particle assembly in ZIKV, DENV, and TBEV [57,94,96,193]. The M Thr13 is only 

conserved in TBEV. 

PISA analysis revealed that the PC1 and PC2 contribute to the stability of the virion, which is 

consistent with results from other flaviviruses [57,94–96]. The binding of PC1 is energetically 

favourable, with ΔG values of −4.1 to −7.3 kcal/mol depending on the chain. Additionally, the PISA 

complexation significance score (CSS) value that describes the role of the interface on the 

formation of the complex from 0 (no role) to 1 (crucial role) indicated that the PC1 pocket contacts 

have an auxiliary role (CSS 0.404–0.463 depending on the chain). PC2 was similar: the E chain-

dependent ΔG values ranged from −5.9 to −7.9 kcal/mol, and the CSS from 0.350 to 0.590, 

indicating auxiliary or major roles. However, the M protein contacts did not appear to contribute 

to the complex assembly as the PC2-M CSS were 0 for all quasi-equivalent sites. An additional 

interface was detected between the fatty acid chains of the PC1 and PC2 in two quasi-equivalent 

positions. While the CSS of the interaction were low (0.05) they were energetically favourable with 

negative ΔG values. It is also worth noting that the actual PC1-PC2 interface may be larger and 

contribute more, as the full fatty acid tails could not be modelled due to the quality of the map. 

In addition to our TBEV structure, lipid factors have been identified for ZIKV, DENV, USUV, WNV, 

and Spondweni, Murray Valley encephalitis and Kunjin viruses. Therefore, the presence of two 

coordinated lipids seems to be a common characteristic in flaviviruses [57,94–96]. Although the 

density for lipid head groups is now well established, there have been several different 

interpretations of the density resulting in different lipid species being modelled into the atomic 

models. Previously the density corresponding to PC1 has been modelled as SM in USUV, but our 

bifurcated density could not accommodate such a single-tailed molecule [95]. As the fit to the 

USUV map is good, this may represent a difference between the species and TBEV, or it may 

reflect the fact that the virus preparations are produced in different cell lines [95]. In contrast, the 

PC1 position in DENV was modelled as a phosphoceramide, a lipid class not found in the only 
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published flavivirus lipidome, or in the TBEV lipidome characterized as a part of article III [94]. 

Therefore, its presence at the site seems rather unlikely [94]. The lipids corresponding to PC2 have 

been previously modelled as PE in SPONV, USUV, and DENV, but this class is usually localised on 

the inner leaflet of curved membranes, whereas the lipid pockets are topologically similar to the 

outer leaflet of the envelope [57,94,95,191,192]. The viral envelope proteins have no known 

flippase activity, which makes this lipid species unlikely in the lipid pockets [57,94,95,191,192]. 

Since none of the reconstructions were at a high enough resolution to unambiguously identify the 

lipid species, modelling PC at the PC1 position in DENV and at the PC2 position in SPONV, USUV, 

and DENV would be more appropriate as they is supported by lipidomics as well as the 

characteristics of the lipid class [12,57,94,95,191,192]. The third lipid factor found between the E-

TM1 and M-TM2 helices in ZIKV and USUV was not detected in our TBEV reconstruction [95,96]. As 

we did not perform localised reconstruction unlike DiNunno et al., it is possible that the third lipid 

factor is only present at some sites and consequently is averaged out by the imposition of the 

icosahedral symmetry [96]. 

The lipid factors are recruited during particle maturation, and stabilize the virions [57,193]. But do 

they have roles beyond that? It is tempting to speculate that the expulsion of the lipid factor from 

the pocket would destabilize the virion and promote fusion upon exposure to endosomal 

conditions. Analogous mechanisms have been suggested for alphaviruses and picornaviruses 

[194,195]. As the lipid factors have only been recently discovered, many questions still remain, and 

they need to be more thoroughly investigated. 

 

4.2.3 Are specific lipids needed for TBEV NC assembly? 
 

Article I highlighted the assembly of the NC as one of the most poorly understood aspects of the 

TBEV life cycle. In fact, it is not known for any flavivirus, partially because in cryo-EM 

reconstructions with icosahedral symmetry imposed, the NC is improperly averaged. This is also 

true for TBEV Kuutsalo-14 as shown in article II as well as Hypr (Figure 14) [11]. As neither the 

structure of the NC nor the C protein have been elucidated, studying NC assembly has been 

exceedingly difficult, and consequently little is known about the process.  

To guide mutant construction and to help data interpretation, I calculated a homology model of 

the TBEV C using the I-TASSER server based on the Japanese encephalitis virus C protein (PDB: 

5OW2) (Figure 17)  [76,155,196,197]. The predicted organisation is similar to that of other 

flavivirus C proteins, and it is also supported by virion cross-linking mass spectrometry data 

[25,73–76]. Additionally, the purified protein ran as a dimer in size-exclusion chromatography 

(article III).  While the TBEV C protein has a similar four-helix topology (α1–α4) as the other 

flavivirus C proteins, there was an additional N-terminal helix in the homology model [73–76]. 

However, as the accuracy of the helix prediction was low (atoms predicted to be only within 14 Å 

of modelled positions) and the N-terminus is known to be highly flexible and partially 

unstructured, the N-terminal helix likely represents only one potential conformation, and 

therefore the typical helix nomenclature is used in this thesis [73–76,198,199]. The dimer is 

modelled in a head-to-tail fashion with the α2 and α4 helices forming the contacts between the 
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monomers like in other flavivirus C proteins [73–76]. The homology model allowed us to predict

the electrostatic surface potential of the dimer (Figure 17B). A positively-charged patch at the α4-

α4 interface has been suggested to be responsible for RNA binding in ZIKV, DENV, WNV and JEV, 

and it was also present in the TBEV C homology model (Figure 17B) [25,73–79]. However, the 

opposite side of the dimer was also highly positively-charged, so it too could mediate binding to 

negatively-charged membranes, or to RNA (Figure 17B) [25,73–79].

Figure 17. Homology model of the TBEV C protein

A Ribbon representation of the C homology model dimer from two angles. The chains are coloured turquoise 

and purple, and the α1–α4 helices and termini are labelled for one monomer. The residues missing from the 

truncated C protein construct (ΔC) are highlighted in magenta in the other monomer.

B Surface representation of the C homology model dimer from the same angles as in A and B. The surfaces are 

coloured according to electrostatic potential according to the key (kcal / [mol × e] at 298 K).

The dimer was assembled by superimposing the homology model on the JEV C protein dimer (PDB: 5OW2)  

and the electrostatic potential of the surfaces were calculated in ChimeraX [76,156].
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Since the NC likely assembles at the ER membrane and the C protein localises on membranes in 

infected cells, the composition of the ER membrane could be important in assembly [1,79].

Therefore, we investigated the interaction of C protein with various artificial lipid systems to study 

the initial steps of the NC assembly (article III). We purified full-length C protein from the TBEV

Kuutsalo-14 strain and used liposome sedimentation assays to investigate how lipid composition 

affects C protein membrane binding. Initially, we used complex liposomes composed of porcine

total brain lipid extract (TBLE) and liposomes consisting of a mixture of 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphocholine (DOPC) and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylethanolamine (DOPE). The C 

protein bound to TBLE liposomes, showing that it is possible to probe the lipid binding 

characteristics of the C protein with this method, but the C protein did not bind to pure 

DOPC/DOPE lipids, indicating that specific lipids are required (Figure 18). To investigate which 

ones, we supplemented the DOPC/DOPE liposomes with 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phospho-L-serine (POPS), cholesterol (Chol), SM, PI, phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate

(PI[4,5]P2), or Cer. Supplementation with the negatively-charged lipids POPS and PI(4,5)P2

increased the binding, but Chol, SM, PI, or Cer did not (Figure 18). Therefore, the C protein 

membrane binding is charge-mediated and can occur in the absence of any other proteins. This is 

consistent with the C protein’s high predicted isoelectric point of 12.66 (calculated with the Expasy 

Compute pI/Mw tool [200]) but in contrast to earlier suggestions that other proteins are required

[201]. However, binding in the absence of other proteins was also recently reported for DENV and 

ZIKV C based on liposome sedimentation assays with a complex mixture of ER lipids [202].

Figure 18. C protein binding to lipids with different head groups in liposome sedimentation assays.

A Representative SDS-PAGE gels showing the binding of the C protein to different lipid species. S refers to 

supernatant and P to pellet. A dash refers to no liposome control.

B Scatter plot of lipid type against the fraction of C-protein co-sedimenting with liposomes supplemented with 

that from gel quantitation. Data are normalised to no liposome controls. The mean of three repeats is shown 

as the black bar, the error bars represent standard deviation, and the individual repeats are shown as 

diamonds.

(A and B) PC/PE refers to pure DOPC/DOPE, TBLE to TBLE liposomes, and the other labels to DOPC/DOPE 

liposomes supplemented with the lipid in question.
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4.2.4 C protein inserts into membranes after initial electrostatic binding 
 

As the C protein is highly charged at the pH 7.6 of the experiments, it was possible that the binding 

to negatively-charged liposome surfaces is just an artefact without biological relevance. Therefore, 

we used QCM-D and SLBs to investigate the C protein membrane binding in detail (article III). We 

formed SLBs either of neutral 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (POPC), or a 

mixture of POPC and negatively-charged POPS (Figure 19A). Monitoring the frequency of the 

system after protein injection showed that the C protein was incapable of binding to pure POPC 

SLBs, but could bind to POPS-containing ones (Figure 19B, C). To further confirm the role of charge, 

the C protein was also injected in 1 M NaCl-containing buffer, to prevent electrostatic interactions, 

and no binding was observed (Figure 19C). When the C protein was allowed to bind in 150 mM 

NaCl, and the SLB was subsequently washed with 1 M NaCl either immediately, or after 2 h, 45.7 % 

and 55.5 % of the C protein detached respectively, indicating that the interaction is not purely 

electrostatic (Figure 19D). As the partial dissociation did not change even after a 2 h incubation, 

the dissociation is not due to slow kinetics of the initial interaction, but more likely due to the C 

protein adopting multiple different binding states on the membrane. 
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Figure 19. C protein binding to SLBs 

A Representative QCM-D curves of POPC/POPS SLB formation. The frequency and dissipation values have been 

zeroed to equilibrium values before liposome addition. 

B Representative QCM-D curves of C protein injection and 1M NaCl wash on POPC/POPS SLBs. The frequency 

and dissipation values have been zeroed to equilibrium values after SLB formation. 

C Scatter plot of the quantitation of the frequency shifts in the QCM-D experiments. Statistical significance is 

indicated (*, significant; NS, not significant; Welch’s t-test, p = 0.05). 

D Scatter plot of the quantitation of the fraction of frequency signal remaining after a 1M NaCl wash. 

In C and D, data are shown as the means of six (PC/PS + C in panel C) or three (all others) replicates with the 

error bars representing standard deviation. The individual measurements are shown as diamonds. ΔF refers to 

frequency changes and ΔD to dissipation changes. 

 

The C protein has been suggested to bind RNA via the charged patch on the α4-α4 interface (Figure 

17B) [75,77,203]. This implied that other charged parts of the TBEV C, such as the flexible N-

terminus would be responsible for the charge-mediated initial binding. Therefore, we produced a 

truncated version of the C protein that lacks the N-terminus (ΔC, containing residues 18–93). 

Surprisingly, the mutant protein behaved exactly as the wild-type one: it bound to membranes 

similarly, and was only partially removed by 1M NaCl wash after binding showing that the N-

terminus is not needed for the membrane interactions (Figure 19C, D). 

To investigate, what happens at the membrane after the initial electrostatic binding, we used LBT-

based monolayers combined with tensiometric measurements. Corresponding to the previous 

experiments, negatively-charged POPS increased the membrane insertion of C, and both C and ΔC 

acted similarly (Figure 20). Additionally, we determined the C and ΔC proteins’ MIPs (Figure 20). 

While at low π0 values, insertion could be detected for C with pure POPC monolayers, the MIP in 

this system was 19.7 mN/m, and no change in π was detected when injecting at a π0 value of 20.20 

mN/m (Figure 20B). As the MIP value is much smaller than the pressure of a lipid bilayer in 

physiological conditions (∼30 mN/m), it is clear that the C protein cannot insert into bilayers 

without negatively-charged lipids [181–183]. However, in the presence of 40% (w/w) POPS, both C 

and ΔC proteins had MIP values that were clearly higher than the pressure of a bilayer (39.10 

mN/m and 37.66 mN/m, respectively) (Figure 20C, D) [181–183]. This shows that after an initial 

charge-mediated binding, the C protein inserts into the bilayer, and thus becomes resistant to 1M 

NaCl treatment. Additionally, the similar MIP values of the two constructs indicate that the N-

terminus is not required for membrane insertion. 
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Figure 20. C protein injection into lipid monolayers.

A Representative Δπ curves of C on POPC (purple) and POPC/POPS (black) monolayers and of ΔC on 

POPC/POPS (red) monolayers at π0 values of 18.1±0.2 mN/m.

B Scatter plot of the Δπ values plotted against the π0 values with the extrapolated MIP curve for C protein on 

POPC.

C Scatter plot of the Δπ values plotted against the π0 values with the extrapolated MIP curve for C protein on 

POPC/POPS.

D Scatter plot of the Δπ values plotted against the π0 values with the extrapolated MIP curve for ΔC protein on 

POPC/POPS.

In B, C, and D, the individual measurements are shown as the diamonds, and the physiological bilayer pressure

and the MIP value are indicated.
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4.2.5 Membrane-bound C protein can recruit RNA

One of the major physiological roles of the C protein is the recruitment of the viral RNA and its 

encapsidation. If the membrane-bound form of the C protein observed in our biophysical 

experiments is biologically relevant, it should be able to perform this key function. Initially, we 

confirmed that the C protein can recruit RNA in vitro in a membrane-free system as has been 

previously reported [77,78]. In a GEMSA assay, a C protein to TBEV genomic RNA molar ratio of

624:1 was enough to completely prevent the normal migration of the RNA in an agarose gel,

showing that the RNA bound to the protein (Figure 21A).
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Figure 21. C protein interactions with RNA. 

A GEMSA assay gel showing the C:RNA molar ratios. RNA refers to only RNA, C to only C at a concentration 

corresponding to the highest ratio. The normal migration pattern of the RNA is indicated with a black arrow, 

and the wells where the C-RNA complexes have been immobilized with a red arrow. 

B Representative QCM-D curves of POPC/POPS SLB C protein and RNA binding. The frequency and dissipation 

values have been zeroed to equilibrium values before liposome addition. 

C Scatter plot of the quantitation of the frequency shifts in the QCM-D experiments.  

D Scatter plot of the quantitation of the dissipation shifts in the QCM-D experiments.  

In C and D, data are shown as the means of three replicates with the error bars representing standard 

deviation. The individual measurements are shown as diamonds. Statistical significance is indicated with an 

asterisk (Welch’s t-test, p = 0.05). ΔF refers to frequency changes and ΔD to dissipation changes. 

 

The RNA-binding capability of the membrane-bound C was investigated with QCM-D and SLBs. 

TBEV genomic RNA was added into SLBs that were pre-treated either with C protein or buffer. The 

RNA did not bind to the SLBs without pre-bound C as observed by the frequency not changing, 

whereas protein-containing membranes recruited RNA strongly resulting in an average frequency 

drop of 44.17 Hz (Figure 21B, C). Additionally, the RNA injection caused a significant increase in the 

dissipation indicating that the layer on the QCM-D sensor became more flexible (Figure 21B, D). 

This is not surprising as RNA is highly flexible and a long 11 kb-RNA like the TBEV genome likely 

forms complex secondary structures instead of lying flat on the C-protein layer. Interestingly, it has 

been recently suggested that the binding of C to negatively-charged surfaces is important for NC 

assembly based on atomic force microscopy experiments with purified C protein and RNA 

oligomers, which corresponds to our observations in charged SLBs [204]. 

As the ΔC construct was able to bind and insert in to membranes similarly as the full-length 

protein, we hypothesized that the charged N-terminal 17 resiudes could be used for RNA 

recruitment and the α4-α4 side for membrane interactions (Figure 17). However, the ΔC recruited 

RNA as strongly as the wild-type protein (Figure 21 C, D). Both the frequency and dissipation shifts 

upon the addition of RNA on ΔC-treated membranes were comparable to those of the wild-type C 

(Figure 21 C, D). Therefore, it is likely that the N-terminus of the C protein has no function in the 

assembly of the particles and probably it is needed for one of the host response-regulating roles 

the C protein instead [80–88]. 

While it is clear that the C protein can bind and insert into membranes as well as recruit RNA, the 

mechanism for this is not clear. Based on our experiments and the crystal structures of the other 

flavivirus C proteins, it would seem that the charged α4-α4 interface would be responsible for both 

membrane binding and RNA recruitment [73–76]. If this is the case, conformational changes or the 

formation of higher-order multimers are likely. Our data supports the latter, as the C protein 

binding in the QCM-D experiments follows two kinetics (Figures 19 and 21) and approximately half 

of the bound C protein could be removed with a 1M NaCl wash. Perhaps a layer of C protein 

dimers is initially recruited onto the membrane via electrostatic interactions of the α4-α4 interface 

followed by the binding of a second, non-inserting layer of protein via the α2 helices. This would 
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form tetramers with α4-α4 interfaces on two sides, one of which interacts with the membrane, and 

the other is free for RNA binding. However, as the C protein is overall highly charged, it’s possible 

that the other charged interfaces play a role in membrane and RNA binding, and further 

experiments are needed to understand the process mechanistically. 

Based on the biophysical experiments and the mass spectrometry analysis, negatively-charged 

lipids are used in TBEV assembly. This suggests that the previously reported C protein 

phosphorylation-mediated controlled DENV particle assembly may act by preventing the binding 

to negatively-charged lipids via phosphorylation [205,206]. As one of the putative phosphorylation 

sites is on the α4-α4 interface, phosphorylation of this site could lead to the repulsion of C protein 

and the negatively-charged membrane [205,206]. Similar control mechanism has recently been 

published for herpes nuclear egress complexes that, like the C protein, bind to negatively-charged 

membranes [207]. However to confirm this hypothesis, the effect of in vitro phosphorylation on 

the recombinantly-produced C protein needs to be investigated. 

The use of negatively-charged lipids suggests that TBEV NC assembly could occur at charged lipid 

patches of the ER. This is also supported by the mass spectrometry data, as PS is a major 

component of the ER [208]. Interestingly, ER lipid microdomains are prevalent at the contact sites 

between the ER, the mitochondria and lipid droplets [209]. Both organelle types are often found 

near the replication sites of TBEV, DENV, and ZIKV and C protein binding to lipid droplets is 

important for ZIKV assembly [49,50,201,210,211]. Furthermore, PG, which was detected in the 

TBEV envelope, is prominent in mitochondria, and the formation of ER lipid microdomains is 

commonly associated with the transfer of lipids from one organelle to the other [208,209]. This 

leads me to speculate that the lipidomic changes typically occurring in flavivirus infections reflect 

the formation of increased contact sites between the ER, mitochondria, and lipid droplets, which 

facilitates the formation of lipid microdomains to initiate the assembly of the NC [12,47,48]. 

Although often ignored in virus structure and assembly, lipids have a clear role in TBEV assembly 

and stability. As I have demonstrated, NC assembly is likely linked to specific lipids, and the PC 

molecules coordinated by the E and the M proteins increase the stability of the virion. My results 

provide a starting point for further structural and mechanistic studies on the role of lipid 

interactions in the formation of the TBEV NC, as well as the stability of the TBEV virion. 
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5. Conclusions and future prospects 
 

My thesis work focused on understanding both the unique features of TBEV as well as common 

characteristics of flaviviruses. My literature review identified many knowledge gaps in TBEV 

biology, and the subsequent work aimed to fill some of them. 

In the Kuutsalo-14 structure, I described a novel M-M interface that compensates for the lack of E-

E contacts in the virion. Comparing Kuutsalo-14 to the Hypr structure makes it is evident that while 

flaviviruses have common characteristics, there can be significant variation even at the strain level. 

The novel interface may be unique to TBEV, or it may be found in other TBFs as well. However as 

exemplified by the differences between the two TBEV strains, sweeping generalisations across 

different flaviviral taxa should not be made. Instead, further attention should be focused at TBFs as 

they have received much less attention than MBFs, are clinically relevant, and occupy a fascinating 

ecological niche. 

Flavivirus life cycles are intertwined with lipid interactions from membrane fusion to genome 

replication. In my work, I have further characterized the role lipids play in TBEV biology. The 

ordered PC molecules that are coordinated by the E and M proteins stabilize the virions. The 

Kuutsalo-14 model shows multiple stabilizing interactions between the viral proteins and the 

lipids, some of which have not been previously characterized for any flavivirus. Additionally, I 

characterized the lipid composition of the TBEV Kuutsalo-14 envelope. The TBEV lipidome has both 

similarities and interesting differences compared to the only other published flavivirus lipidome.  

While the roles of many lipid classes in the envelope remain speculative, the presence of 

negatively-charged lipids, combined with my biophysical findings allowed me to suggest a novel 

hypothesis for the initiation of the NC assembly. As I show that C protein membrane binding and 

insertion, as well as RNA recruitment to membranes is mediated by negatively-charged lipids, I 

suggest that that the NC assembly is nucleated by the specific binding of the C protein to 

negatively-charged lipid patches on the ER. 

In addition answering some questions, my work has generated new ones. As the coordinated PC 

molecules contribute to virion stability, are they ejected to destabilise the particles for fusion? As 

there are similarities and differences between the lipid binding pockets of flaviviruses, what are 

the evolutionary and mechanistic reasons for the variation? While it is now clear that the C protein 

inserts into membranes and binds RNA, the conformation as well as the multimerisation status of 

the protein on membranes remains unknown. Also, a host of other factors like cellular and viral 

proteins take part in assembly in addition to the NC components themselves, and the interplay of 

all these factors is still poorly understood. 

TBEV is a dreadful pathogen and while my research is highly fundamental, it will hopefully also 

contribute to the design of antivirals. The novel lipid interactions in particle assembly, as well as 

the lipid factors of the mature virion may be suitable sites for antiviral intervention. However, 

much more work is needed before that stage can be reached.  
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